The design and establishment of a Sensor-controlled Mood Lamp with a Buzzer that can play music

Abstract:

The aim of this project was to construct a sensor-controlled mood lamp composed of 16 LEDs which can display different patterns of lighting and can play songs using a buzzer. The microprocessor used was an Arduino board and the two sensors implemented onto the circuit were a light sensor and a distance sensor.

The approaches to complete this project included both hardware and software aspects. The 16 LEDs were arranged into a 4 × 4 square shape soldered onto a plastic board and connected to a circuit containing the Arduino board and a breadboard with the two sensors and a buzzer on it. While in terms of software, the core coding principle used was pulse width modulation (PWM) which enabled the LEDs to display various levels of lightness, and all the lighting patterns were designed using coding in Arduino coding software.

The finished mood lamp was able to play <Ode to Joy> when the lightness of environment detected by the light sensor is weak enough and play <Twinkle Twinkle Little Star> when the lightness is strong enough. At the same time when the buzzer was playing songs, the LEDs would light in a consistence pace with the rhythms The lamp could also display different sets of lighting patterns depending on the detected distance of an object to the distance sensor.
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1. Introduction

Lighting systems, electrical systems which can be controlled to provide light by users, has long been an essential part of life in the modern world [1]. The lamps used in different lighting systems have a variety of types such as low voltage lamp, electro luminescent, and neon, which all have their different function features. Lamps may also have the potential to conduct more complex lighting behavior. Typical examples of such multi-function lamps are mood lamp. They do not only aim at providing light but also contain some unique functions such as producing different lighting patterns controlled by sensors or even imitating various types of light to simulate a complex lighting system [2].

The usual lamps used in daily life might not be able to meet some special requirements apart from being turned on and off, while mood lamp using LEDs can achieve more functions which may even possesses entertainment purpose. This project is to make a LED mood lamp which can conduct complex lighting patterns and interact to different environment situations with the aid of sensors and other components such as buzzer.

The main part of mood lamp in this project has similar layout with the “starting point”. It is a 4*4 square board with 16 LEDs on it. The colors of these 16 LEDs are different and the brightness of light can be controlled by the processor. The microprocessor of this mood lamp is Arduino board. This board is very common so it is easy to use it and find relative information. The code in this kind of board is similar to C and C++ language.

The code makes the mood lamp show its light in different patterns such as wave, snake, fireworks and so on. An important feature of the blinking LEDs is that the brightness is various, which is achieved by Pulse width modulation (PWM) theory in code [4]. Sensors and buzzer can be added to this board with specific circuit. Each sensor has its code to run and the code can be found online. The difficulty is how to make a good combination with all codes.

2. Method

The complete circuit of the mood lamp with sensor is presented in Fig. 1.
The mood lamp consists of 16 LEDs which are controlled by the Arduino processor by editing codes into the board. Light sensor, ultrasonic sensor and a buzzer were added into the circuit. Moreover, for the wiring, different colors of wires represent different meanings or functions. Red lines are connected to the VCC and black lines are connected to the GND. Pink wires are only connected to LEDs. Grey lines represent that the current flow into the Arduino board, while green lines stand for that the current flow out from the Arduino board. Each electrical component with part of circuit will be explained respectively.

The Arduino board is the core of the mood lamp. It provides a 5 volts voltage to the 16 LEDs and the GND pin should be connected to the bread board. To connect to the 16 LEDs, PWM pins which could get analogue result with digital means were taken advantages of entirely. The serial numbers are from 2 to 13 and from A0 to A3, in total 16 pins. Also, the clock counter of it is 16MHz, which enables output pins to display various brightness using PWM theory [5].

The voltage of lighter sensor is the output signals when the lighter sensor receives lightness outside. One pin of lighter sensor was connected to the analogue input pin on the Arduino board because lightness can be seen as analogue signals. The ultrasonic sensor was taken as a distance sensor. The ultrasonic sensor

Figure 1: Circuit diagram of overall hardware
receives ultrasonic and transform it to voltage signal to the processor. The trig pin controls the sensor to distinguish different level of ultrasonic, so it was connected to the digital input pin. The echo pin was connected to the analogue output pin on the board.

3. Code Design

The main coding principle which enables the LEDs to generate various lightness than simply being turned on and off is the PWM (pulse-width modulation) theory [4]. Each time when the LED blinks, several duty cycles will be executed in succession in a very fast speed. The pulse width of each clock period is where the voltage is high. The portion of the pulse width over the period is duty cycle which can be expressed using eq. 2.1, where $W$ represents pulse width, $T$ represents period and $D$ represents duty cycle.

$$D = \frac{W}{T}. \quad \text{(2.1)}$$

Concretely, in this code, 256 steps were used for each duty-cycle which is repeated very fast (the clock frequency of this Arduino board is 16MHz [5]) for each time of blink. The LED is turned on at the beginning of one duty-cycle can then turned off at certain step, so the earlier it is turned off during the cycle, the dimmer it will be. The 256 step cycle is executed n times as specified by the input parameter n. For each LED, the lightness value that is associated with the LED is computed first, then for any LEDs that are not off will be turned on at the beginning of each duty cycle, and at each step, any LEDs that need to be turned off at that step will be checked out and turned off.

The four patterns of lighting display can be run in set order. This fluent change of the patterns, is achieved by function pointers. A function pointer is pointer which can point to different functions [7]. The function pointer is used to direct the performance to different functions with all the pattern functions listed in an array.

For the triggered buzzer to play songs, we defined an array containing integers representing different tones at the beginning. These integers will be used as frequency which influence the buzzer sound. Then for a specific song, we create another array containing its own tones expressed using those defined integers in the previous array to drive the buzzer to play certain song. The arduino function tone() and noTone() were used [8] to start and stop the generation of square wave
based on the frequencies sets defined in array as explained above. This wave is the signal that controls the buzzer to be turned on and off in a certain rhythm.

The code flow chart which illustrates how the sensors and buzzer are controlled is presented in Fig. 2.

---

**Figure 2:** Sensors and buzzer flow chart
4. Procedure

Step One - LED socket soldering: The sockets were soldering with a 330 resistor and a wire on the worktable one by one. After soldering, isolated tape was used to fix two pins to prevent short circuit. This was to simplify the circuit connection and make the circuit more stable.

Step Two: Lamp main body assembling: The layout of the 16 LEDs were designed to be a $4 \times 4$ square. Therefore, 16 marks were made on the lamp base - a plastic board based on the designed allocation of LEDs.

Step Three: Add sensors and test them: For the light sensor, some experiments were done on breadboard to figure out how it reacted to the lightness change. After reading the material descriptions, we knew that the working principle of this sensor was that its resistance changes with the lightness change. The darker the environment is, the smaller the resistance is.

Step Four: Connect the circuit: First, 16 I/O pins including both PWM pins and Digital pins of the Arduino board were chosen, and then each pin was connected to each LED socket across transistor arrays (ULN2803A). Then the sensors were added.

5. Results and Discussion

1) When the light sensor was triggered either in darkness or under strong light, the buzzer would be triggered to play two different songs respectively. And in the same time, the LEDs would blink according to the rhythms.

2) When the distance sensor was triggered, the LEDs would display different lighting patterns depending on which range of the distance the object is to the sensor. There were four ranges of the detectable distance from 0 to 40 with a step of 10. When the distance lied in one of these ranges, the LEDs to first displayed 1/2/3/4 lines of LED to show which distance range it was and then displayed some specific patterns.

3) When none of the two sensors were triggered, the lamp would randomly display different lighting patterns.

There results were achieved by the circuit design mainly concerning the sensor connection. The changing voltage of the sensor was sent to Arduino board via PWM pin and was detected using function analogRead() in code which divided the VCC
(5V) into 1024 parts so that an integer from 0 to 1024 represented the changing input voltage divided by the light sensor. The buzzer sensor was connected to Arduino board via Digital pin. The distance sensor was connected to Arduino board with its sound receiving and sound sending pins both connected to board via PWM pins.

To sum up, the mood lamp built in this project has met most of the objectives since it could react to environment with the aid of a distance sensor and a light sensor by playing songs using the buzzer or display lighting patterns using the LEDs as expected. However, there are also some slight non-perfect performance which are the time delay of the reactions of the sensors and the noise produced by the buzzer when lamp is first connected to power.
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